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Abstract

In this paper, we introduce a general method of interconnect simulation based on distributed circuits.
The algorithm is very efficient and consbts of two main steps. In the first step, ecah distributed line is
modeled by a finite order system with passivity preservation and multipoint moment matching of its input
admittance/impedance matrix. In the second step, an Arnoldi-based congruence transform is applied to the
network to form its reduced order model. The main feature of the algorithm is in its first step, where a passive
multipoint moment matching model of a distributed line can be generated without any discretization of the
line. We provide an integrated-congruence transform whichcan be directly applied to the partial differential
equations of a distributed line and generate a passive finite order system as its model. We also provide an
algorithm based on the I? Hilbert space theory so that exact moment matching at multiplepoints can be
obtained. We demonstrate the accuracy of our method with examples and show the advantage of ours over
conventional ones based on lumped circuit models.

1 Introduction

With the rapid increase of signal frequency and decrease of feature sizes of high speed electronic circuits, inter
connect has become a dominating factor in determining circuit performance and reliability in deep submicron
designs. Not only interconnect delay has dominated gate delay, but also transmission line effects, such as
reflection, distortion, dispersion and crosstalk, have severe impact on circuit performance. In recent years, in
terconnect modeling, simulation and design has become a hot topic in the research ofadvanced CAD techniques

w- .....
There are two kinds of interconnect models: lumped and distributed. The interconnects on chip are mostly
modeled as RC circuits in today's technology, but it has been found [2] that long wires (data buses, control
and clock wires, etc.) on chip need to be modeled as RLC circuits. The interconnects among chips and on the
printed circuit board are modeled as RLGC circuits or transmission lines. As interconnects are distributed in
nature, so an accurate model of an interconnect should be a distributed network, and a lumped model is only
its approximation.
In the case of a lumped model of an interconnect, in order to approximate its distributed nature, the order
of the model is usually very high, and the formation of a reduced order model is a key to the fast simulation
and optimal design of large interconnect circuits. In the case of a distributed model, the circuit is described
by a set of partial differential equations. Though a number of numerical methods exist to directly perform
the time-domain analysis of transmission line networks [3], they are not as efficient as the frequency domain
analysis methods when the network is large. As a distributed network is of infinite order in the frequency
domain description, a reduced order model with a finite low order is needed so that efficient simulation and
analysis can be done.
The reduced order model should meet with two basic requirements. First, as interconnects themselves are
passivein nature, its model should be passive to guarantee the stability. Second, the model should maintain to
someextent the characteristics of the originalcircuit. In the frequency domadn, moment matching methods are
widely used to form the model. Experiments have shown that if the model keeps moment matching at suitable
points with suitable orders, the model will perform well in both frequency and time domains.
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In the past decade, a number of papers have been published. AWE [5] was first introduced to use Pade
approximation to do moment matching fora transferfunction ofa linear lumped circuit. This methodhas been
intensively studied and extended [6]- [10]. About the same time, the use of Padi approximation to deal with
the modeling of a transmission line was introduced [11]. This method and the extension of moment matching
methodfrom lumped circuits to distributed circuits havealsobeen extensively studied [12]-[20]. There are two
problems related to these moment matching methods. First, Pad6 approximation cannotguarantee the stability
of the model in the general case, and among the models developed in these papers, only veryfew of them are
passive [17, 18]. Second, when the moment matching order is high, numerical ill-conditioning problems occur.
To overcome the numerical ill-conditioning problem, Padi Via Lanczos {PVL) wasintroduced [21], which was
later extended to MPVL and Sy - PVL [22, 23]. As PVL and MPVL are Padi based algorithms, they
also have the instability problem when dealing with general RLC circuits, but it has been shown that when
Sy —PVL is used for two-kind element passive circuits (RC, RL or LC), the reduced order model is passive.
[24] was the first to use the congruence transform to guarantee the passivity of the reduced order model of RC
circuits, and the Arnoldi-based congruence transform has been successfully extended to the passive model-order
reduction algorithms for general RLC circuits [25]-[28].
Since the successful use of the Lanczos and/or Arnoldi algorithms to do model-order reduction for lumped RLC
circuits, an attempt to extend the use of these algorithms to distributed circuits has been made. In [29], a
transmission line is first discretized by using a spectral approximation, then the PVL algorithm is applied.
The stabilityof the reduced order model is not guaranteed because of the discretization method and the Padi
approximation. In [30], we provided another algorithm, where a transmission line isfirst discretized bya number
of RLGC sections, then the Arnoldi algorithm is applied. This algorithm can guarantee the passivity of the
reduced order model and provide multipoint moment matching. Note that in both algorithms, discretization
for a transmission line is the first step. This is because that both Lanczos and Arnoldi algorithms can only
be applied to finite order systems. But discretization is not ideal either in theory or in practice, and because
of this step, the moment matching model generated cannot be exact. The development of an algorithm to do
model order reduction for distributed networks without any discretization has interested many researchers. To
the best of our knowledge, there has been no such an algorithm published in the literature.
In this paper, we provide a new algorithm to do model order reduction of distributed interconnect networks.
The distributed network may consist of any number of RC lines and RLGC transmission lines together with
some linear passive lumped elements (such as capacitors, etc.). Our algorithm consists of two main steps.
In the first step, each RC or RLGC line is modeled by a finite order system with passivity preservation and
multipoint moment matching of its input admittance/impedance matrix. In the second step, an Arnoldi-based
congruence transform is applied to the network to form its reduced order model. Our algorithm can guarantee
the passivity ofthe reduc^ order model and provide the multi-point moment matching as required. The main
contribution of this paper is that we provide a passive reduced order model algorithm for RC and RLGC lines
with multipoint moment matching without any discretization of the lines first. We developed an integrated-
congruence transform, which can be directly applied to the partialdifferential equations ofa lineand generate a
passive finite ordersystem so that the discretization stepcan beeliminated. Tomeet with the moment matching
requirement, we extend the Krylov subspace algorithm for finite dimensional space to an approach based on the
L^ Hilbert space theory [31], which canprovide an exact moment matching model. Ouralgorithm is new, and
experiments show it works well in practice.
Therest ofthe paperisorganized asfollows. In Sec.2, we provide the integrated-congruence transform and prove
the passivity of the reduced order model. In Sec.3, we provide an algorithm for multipoint moment matching
which is based on the Hilbert space theory. These two sections are maunly devoted to RLGC transmission
lines, andcan be applied to RCImes, too. In Sec.4, we provide a more efficient algorithm specially dealing with
RC lines. In Sec.5, we provide a passive model order reduction algorithm with multi-point moment matching
for a general distributed passive network. We give examples and conclusions in Sec.6 and 7, respectively.

2 Integrated-congruence transform and passivity preservation

2.1 General form of distributed line equations

For ease of understanding, we begin with single uniform line, and extend the result to multi-conductor lines
and nonuniform lines.



Suppose that L\ G' and C are the resistance, inductance, conductance and capacitance per unit length ofa
line,respectively, and <2 is its length. Wefirst normalize the lengthto 1,and let R = R'd^ L = X'd, G = G'd and
C = C d be the normalized resistance, inductance, conductance and capacitance per unit length, respectively,
of the normalized line. Let z be the axis along the line, and z = 0 and z = 1 correspond to its near and far end,
respectively. Let current and voltagealong the line. The partial differential equations
of the line are as follows:

dz

di{z^t) __
at

dv{Zfi)
= —Crv(z,<) —C

dz ^ ' dt

When we are dealingwith the input admittance of the line, it is assumed that two voltage sources v«i(t) and
v«2(f) are applied to the two ends of the line, so the boundary conditions of the line equations are

f »(o,f)
L .

= =
».i(0 1
v,2{t) J

(1)

(2)

Apply the Laplace transform on the equations. Let V(z,s) = £[u(z,<)], I{zy8) = C[i{z,t)], Vii(s) = jC[f<i(<)]
and V,2(s) = £[v«2(f)]> assume that v(z, 0_) = 0 and t(^,0_) = 0for z € [0,1], we have the diiferenti^
equations in the frequency dommn as follows:

with the boundary conditions

We rewrite Eq(3) in the following form:

where

and

d/(z,s) __
dz

V(0,s)

-(G + «C)V(z,»)

='''W=[k:£)

(sA/ + 7V + r~)X(z,s) = 0
dz

X{z,s)^

M =

/(z,s)
V(z,s)

'•[. '1

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

Eq(5) is the general form of line equations. In the case of an RLGCcoupled line system with m lines, /(z, s) and
V(z, s) are m- dimensional vectors, A, L, G and C are m x m dimensional matrices, A'(z, s) is a 2m dimensional
vector, and M, N and T are 2m x 2m matrices, where the element 1 in Eq(9) is replaced by an m x m identity
matrix. The boundary conditions remain in the form of Eq(4), where V«i(s) and V,2{8) are m- dimensional
vectors. In the case of a nonuniform line, iZ, L, G, C, M and N are functions of variable z. For an RC line, G
and L are null matrices. Note that for all practical lines, M and N are non-negative definite matrices.
In the later discussion, we assume that m nonuniform coupled lines are considered, which includes single lines
and uniform lines as special cases.



2.2 Integrated-congruence transform

Suppose that u(z) is a 2m x n matrix, which can be expressed as

«(.,...I - (sg 1- [;;S3 5:8] ™
where Uj{z) is its j-ih column vector, which consists of twosubvectors

each of which has m components, i.e.,

(12)

and

~ •••»(1^)

Ui{z) and are two m x n submatrices ofmatrix «. Note that matrix u isa function ofvariable z but not
a function of s.

Let
^(z,s) = ti(2:)£(s) (14)

where vector i(s) = [xi(e), X2(«)» •••i«n(«)]'̂ is of dimension n. Substitute Eq(14) to Eq(5), premultiply vT{z)
on both sides of the equations and integrate them w.r.t. variable z from 0 to 1, we obtain

{sM+ JVi + f)x{8) = 0 (15)

where j

M= f u^{z)M{z)u{z)dz (16)
Jo

Ni= f u^{z)N{z)u{z)dz (17)
Jo

f=j\^(z)T^dz (18)
The transform from Eq(5) to Eq(15) is called an integrated-congruence transform (w.r.t. the transformation
matrfac u(z)). Note thatthe order ofthe system described by Eq(15) is n,and x(s) can beregarded asthe state
vector of the finite order system.
We expand theexpressions ofmatrices M, N\ and f for computational purposes and combine Eq(15) with the
boundary conditions to generate a typical form ofthestate equations ofstate vector x(s)«
It is easy to show that

M= f {u'[{z)L{z)xii{z) +u!^{z)C{z)uv{z))dz (19)
Jo

Ni= f {uJ{z)R{z)ui{z)+ u'̂ {z)G{z)uv{z))dz (20)
Jo

t =j\ur(z)^+nT(z)^)dz (21)
We divide T into two matrices: T = N2 where

p= /'̂ <!!n±ii(f22dz=uni)u.(i)-ur(o)uv(o) (22)
Jo dz

and

and



and ,

= (23)

Note that
JVf = -Hi (24)

Let N = Ni + JVj, then Eq(15) becomes

(sAdT + N)x(s) = —Px(«) (25)

From Eq(22),
-Px(8) = uj'(0)u„(0)x(«) - u?'(l)«„(l)x(s)

and from Eq(14),
tiv(0)x(6) = V(0,s) = v;i(s)

and

tt„(l)x(s) = V(l,5) = v;2(s)

so that

- Px(fi) = 6V;(s) (26)

where ^

3= [_t(}) ] (32)
Substitute Eq(26) to Eq(25), we have the state equations for the state vector x as follows:

(sM + ^)x(s) = 6V;(s) (28)

When we are interested in the input admittance of the line, the output vector y(s) consists of /(0,s) and
—/(l,s). From Eq(14), we have

y(s) =

Compared with Eq(27), it can be seen that
y(s) = 6''x(s) (30)

and the input admittance matrix of the transformed system can be expressed as

y(s) = 6''(fiA2r + (si)

2.3 Passivity of the reduced order system

Theorem 1

Consider a practical RLGC transmission line system, where matrices L and C are positive-definite. Suppose
that the transformation matrix u{z) is of full rank and each element of u(x) in the region x € [0,1] is in C^,
then the reduced order model generated by using an integrated-congruence transform w.r.t. matrix ti on the
line system is passive.
The proof of Theorem 1 is given in Appendix A.

•J-'lg) ]^(«) (29)• /(0,«) •
-/(I,.).



3 Moment matching

3.1 Block form of line equations

We will talk about moment matching of the input admittance matrix of an m-coupled line system in this section.
In order to make the statements and the formulas more compact, we first introduce the block form of the line
equations.
An m-coupled line system is a 2m port. To find its input admittance, we can apply a set of 2m input voltage
vectors with the j-th source voltage vector being the unit vector Cj, Let

be the solution to Eq(5) when the source vector Cj is applied, and

Then,

Let

and

Y{8) = \Yo{s),Yi{8),.,.,Y2m{s)]

J(z, s) = [/i(z, s),/2(z,s),...,J2m(2,s)]

U{Z,8) = [^1(^,5), 1^2(2, s),...,V2m(^,s)]

W(2,S) =
J(2,S)

LU{Z,8)
Then, from Eq(5), we have

{8M -h N+T'̂ )W{z,8) =0
This is the block form of the line equations, and its boundary conditions are

C/(0,s) •
t/(l,s) . = /

where J is a 2m x 2m identity matrix.
Similarly, Let i_; (s) be the solution to Eq(28) when V, = ej. Let

(sA + = h
Then, we have

and
y(s) = FW{e)

The above twoequations are the state and output equations of the reduced order system in block form.

3.2 Moment matrices and equations

Let matrix ty(2, s) be expanded intoTylorseries at some points = rp, where So may be zero, a realvalue or a
complex one.

iy(2,s) =£w">(2, «o)(s - So)*

(32)

(33)

(34)

(35)

(36)

(37)

(38)

(39)

(40)

(41)

(42)

(43)



Then, is called the k-th order moment of W(z,s) at s = so-
The moment matrices so)'s meet with the following equations.
Rewrite Eq(38) into the following form

((« - «o)M +N{so) +T^WU,«) =0 (44)

N(Bo) = eoM+ N (45)

Substitute Eq(43) to Eq(44), and let the coeiBcient matrix of the same power of s —so he equal, we have the
following recursive equations. For ib = 0,

(JV(so) +T^)H'<«)(r,so) =0 (46)
Note the fact that = T, so the above equation can be rewritten in the following form:

(riv(so) +̂ )n'<°'(». «o) =0 (47)
where _ _

The boundary conditions of this equation are

rf«»(0,so)]_, (49)
ttf«»(l,so) J-^ ^ '

where / is an 2m x 2m identity matrix.
For ib > 0, we have

(;V(so) +T^)M'(''(z, so) =-Mty('-"(so, z) (50)
az

(TAT(so) + ^)W<'>(s.So) = -rMlV<*-')(so,s) (51)
dz

where _

TM =[ ^
and the boundary conditions of the equation are

rti;°>(o,so)]^„ (S3)
[ t/*»)(l,so) J ^ '

For the matrix of input admittance Y(s), let it be expanded into Tylor series at s = so

^(«) = - so)* (54)
k=0

Then, y^*)(so) is called the k-th order moment of matrix Y(s) at s = sq.
From the definition of sq), we have

-J<*>(l,so)

The definition for the moment of the input admittance matrix y(s) at s = sq b similar. From Eq(31), we have

y(^)(so) = h'̂ {-N{so)-^M)^Niso)-H (56)

where

iV(so) = sqM + iV (57)

(48)

(55)



3.3 Moment matching theorem

To state the moment matching theorem, we first refer to some definitions in the X^[0,1] Hilbert space [31].
Def.S.J. Inner product
The inner product of two m-dimensional real vectors x{z) and y{z) defined in z € [0,1] is denoted by x{z)\y{z)
and is defined as ^ ^

x{z)\y{z)= f z^(z)y(z)dz= f y''{z)x{z)dz (58)
Jo Jo

Def.S.2 Orthonormal matrix
An m X n real matrix u(z) defined in z € [0,1] is called orthonormal, if the inner product of any two of its
colunm vectors

«i(z)|uy(z) =I (59)
Def.S.S Containment
Given an m-dimensional vector v(z), which may be real or complex, and a set of m-dimensional real vectors
«(n, z) = {tii(z), «2(^)j•••>«n(^)} defined in z € [0,1], t>(z) is said to be contained in span(u(n, z)) denoted by
w(z) € «pan(u(n,z)) if there exists a set of coefficients c = {ci,C2,..., c„) such that t;(z) = 23?=! i(-2^)« Note
that the elements in c may be complex.
Let ti(z) = [ui(z),ti2(z),...,u„(z)] be a matrix consisting of column vectors tij(z),j = l,...,n, and c =
[ci,C2,...,Cn]'^ be a vector, then when v(z) € span(u(n,z)), it can be expressed as

t;(z) = ti(z)c (60)

When the above equation exists, we also say that v(z) is contained in the column span of matrix u(z), denoted
by v(z) € col8pan{xt{z)). Likewise, a set of vectors vi(z), V2(z),..., Vik(z) is said to be contained in span(u(n,z))
if each Vj{z) £ span(ti(n, z)), j = l,...,ife. In this case, let v{z) = [vi(z),i>2(^)»'••>fik(z)] be a matrix, then
there exists an n x ib matrix c such that Ek)(60) exists.
Theorem 2

Let W(Jb, z. So) = ®o)i ®o)> •• •> i.e.,W(jk,z,so) is a set of moment matrices of
W(z,s) at s = So from order 0 to ib. Let u(z) = [ui(z),U2(z),...,u„(z)] be the transformation matrix of the
integrated-congruence transform. If matrix u(z) is orthonormal and W(ib, z, sq) € colspan{u{z)), then

yO)(so) = y< '̂>(so) 0 < i < ib (61)

The proof is given in Appendix B.

3.4 Multipoint moment matching algorithm

Based on Theorem 2, we give the multipoint moment matching algorithm as follows. For a matching point
Sj and its matching order ib,-, we define a matching pair m,- = (sj, ib,-), and we define a matching set MS =
{mi, m2,..mp}. Given the matchingset, the algorithmcan be stated as follows.

Multipoint Moment Matching Algorithm 1
{ Input: Line number m, line parameters L^G and C and matching set MS.

Output: Transformation matrix u.
u = ^; n = 0;
for <= 1 to |Af5j do

{(s,-,ki) = m,-;
for i = 0 to ki do

{compute [ri(z), r2(z),..., r^miz)] =
for ib = 1 to 2m do

{if(s,- is real)
n=orthonormal(tt, rt(z), n);

else



{ra = rca/(rt(z)); rb = «ma^(rfc(2));
n=orthonormal(u, ra, n);
n=orthonorinal(u, r6, n);

}
}

}
}

}

In the above algorithm, the function orthonormal(u, r,n) b based on the Gram-Schmidt process [33] and can
be stated as follows.

function otihonormal(u,r,n)
{for i=l to n do

{A = r|ui;
r = r —Atij;

}
»• = '•/ II »• II2;
n = n-H;

tin = r;

return(n);
}

The reason that when Sf b complex, the function "orthonormal" should be implemented twice for the real and
imaginary part of the vector respectively b that we need a real transformation matrix u [34], and it b easy
to see that rt € colspan{u) is guaranteed.
From the algorithm it can be seen that the number of columns of matrix u

n= ^ ^ 2(ii + l) (62)
i,real $i i,complex ti

Thecomputation of moment matrices s,) can be implemented bysolving the moment differential equa
tions given in Sec.3.2. The detaib are given in Appendix C.
Theorem S

Given R, L, G and C, the parameter matrices of a line and MS, the moment matching set, let u be the
transformation matrix generated by using "Multipoint Moment Matching Algorithm 1", and y(s) be the input
admittance matrix of the reduced order system by the integrated-congruence transform w.r.t. the transformation
matrix u, then Y(s) b positive-real and

yO)(«,) = yO)(«..), \/mi = {si,ki)eMS, 0<i<ii (63)

Proof
Matrix u is orthonormal, so b of full rank. Each column of u b a linear combination of some moment matrix
functions, each of which b first order continuous differentiable. So the conditions of Theorem 1 exbt and Y(s)
b positive-real. From Theorem 2 Eq(63) exists. •

4 Moment matching model of uniform RC lines

In the RC line case, the theorems and algorithms stated in Sec.2 and 3 can be applied, but we can take ad
vantage of the special case so that for a given moment matching set, the order of the reduced model would be
smaller than that given by Eq(62).



4.1 Variable transform

In this section, we deal with the input impedance matrix rather than the input admittance matrix of a uniform
RC line system, which consists of m coupled lines in the general case. The line equations are as follows:

dV{z,s) _
dz

jR/(z,s)

where V(z,s) and /(2:,s) are m-dimensional vectors. The boundary conditions are

1 _ 7 1,-/(l,s) J

where /ji(s) and /«2(s) are m dimensional vectors.
We first use a variable transform, whose benefit will be seen later. Let

I{z^s) =

V{z,s)^R-^V{z,8)

dV(z,s) f/- -N
—dz

dz

and

Then, we have

and

where

M - R^CR^

is positive definite for a practical line system. Let

Then,

1- ZM[ K(l,s) J

where Z(s) is the input impedance matrix of the line,and

ms)
-7(1,5)

V^(0,5)
Hhs) J

— Z(s)

Z{8) = R^2is)R^

(64)

(65)

(66)

(67)

(68)

(69)

(70)

(71)

(72)

(73)

From the above equations, it is known that if Z{s) is approximated by Z(s) with moment matching at s = s<
from order 0 to 1,-, then Z(fi) = R^Z{8)R^ will be an approximation ofZ(s) with moment matching at s = Sf
from order 0 to It-, too. Aho, if Z{s) is positive real, then Z{8) is positive real, too. Therefore, we will use
Eqs(68) and (69) instead ofBqs(64). Also, the symbols ^(z,s), /(z,«) and Z(s) will be replaced by V(z,«),
/(z,») and Z(fi), respectively, in the later use for simplicity.

4.2 Model order reduction and passivity preservation by integrated-congruence
transform

From Eqs(68) and (69), we have
d^V{z,8) ^
—= 8MV{z,8)

10

(74)



Substitute V(z,s) = u(z)£(s) into the above equation, premultiplyboth sides by tF{z) and integrate both side
w.r.t. variable z from 0 to 1, we have

Let

f (z)^yr^dzx{s) =8f u'̂ {z)Mu{z)dzx{8)
Jo dz* Jq

M= f u^{z)Mu{z)dz
Jo

where M is positive definite provided that u(z) is of full rank.
By using integral by parts, the l.h.s. of Eq(75) becomes:

Let

I —j^dzx(s)

=/'
Jo

(75)

(76)

(77)

(78)

It can be seen that N is nonnegative definite, and if there exits a nonzero length region [zi, Z2] € [0,1] such
that matrix is of full rank, than N is positive-definite, which is the most practical case. Note that matrix

N is symmetric, which is different from the case of an RLGC transmission line, and it is the synunetry of the
matrices M and N that we get the benefit in moment matching.
We combine the first term on the r.h.s. of Eq(77) with the boundary conditions. Note that from Eq(68),

SO

and

Therefore,

Let

X(x,s) =J^x(s)
du{z)

dz

du{z)
dz

U=o ®(s) = 1(0,8) = /,i(s)

\z-i «(s) = -/(!»«) = ^2(5)

„T(,)^ |1 i(«) =„''(0)(-^ |.=„ x(.)] +u '̂d)!^ u=. i(.)]

=u7(0)/,i(s) +«''(l)/,s(«) =̂ 7.W

6 = r «(o) I''
. "(1) J

Then, the state equations of the reduced order model can be written in the followingform

(8M + N)x{s) = bI,(8)

The output equations of the model are

and the input impedance matrix of the model is

Z(s) = F(sM-\-N)-H

(79)

(80)

(81)

(82)

Compared Eq(82) with Eq(31), it can be seen that Theorem 1 exits in this case, i.e., if matrix u(z) is of full
rank and if eachelementof u(z) is first order continuous differentiable, the input impedance Z(s) of the reduced
order model is positive-real, and the model is passive.
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4.3 Moment matching

Similar to the case in SecS.l, let and Ijizys) be the solution to Eqs(68) and (69) when I, = c,-,
U{z,«) = [Vi(z, fi), V3(z, s),..., V2fn{z, s)], and J(z» s) = [/i(z,s),/2(z, s) hmiz,s)l then we have the block
forms of Eqs (68), (69), and (74) as follows:

= (83)

= -eMV(2, s) (84)
dz

and

with the boundary conditions being

f^M =,MU(z,«) (85)

(-)

where / is a 2m x 2m identity matrix. From the above definitions, the input impedance matrix can be expressed
as

Z(5) = 17(1, s) J
Now we have the moment matching theorem as follows:
Theorem 4
Let U{k,z,so) = i.e.,[7(fc,z,«o) is a set of moment matrices of I7(z,s)
at s = So from order 0 to k. Let u{z) = [«i(z), U2(z),..., «n(^)] be the transformationmatrix of the integrated-
congruence transform. If matrix ti(z) is orthonormal and U{kjZ,so) € col8pan{u{z))^ then

Z^\8o) - Z^\8o) 0 < i < 2jfc + 1 (88)

Note the difference between Theorem 4 and Theorem 2. When the transformation matrix u{z) is formed based
on the momentmatchingrequirement, for the same starting moment matchingpair, the final moment matching
order in the RC line case is doubled. On the other hand, given a moment matching set MS for the whole
network, for each RC line, for each mi = (s,-, ifc,) € MS^ the matching order can be reduced to [^*5^].
The proof of Theorem 4 is ^ven in Appendix D.

5 Model order reduction of distributed network

5.1 MNA equations

Suppose that we have a p-port distributed network,which consists of n RLGC transmission lines, m RC lines,
some linear resistors, capacitors and inductors and is driven by p voltage sources and its input admittance
matrix is of interest. We first apply the model order reduction algorithm to all the lines. Suppose that for the
i-th transmission line, its state equations and output equations of the reduced order model are as follows:

Fai{s)Xai = baiVai (89)

and

hi = b'̂ iXai (80)

Where Kii and hi are the port voltageand current vector of the line, respectively. Let Vn be the node voltage
vector of the entire network, and Aai be the node-branch incidence matrix of the port branches of the line.
Then, Vai = J^iVn^ and Eq(89) can be rewritten in the following form:

Fai{s)Xai - CaiVn (91)
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where

Cat = b.iAl (92)

and the contribution of lai to the KCL equations of the nodes can be expressed as

Aailai = cliXai (93)

Let Xa = [xJi, arj2» •-"t^anV^ <ihen we have

Fa{s)Xa = C^Vn (94)

where

F,{$)= blockjliag(F^i(s), F.,(s),fa«(«)) (95)

and

C. = [cTl.cr, clnf («6)
and the contribution of Jan f ^ ^^he KCL equations can be expressed as <^Xa-
Similarly, suppose that Id and Vd are the input current and voltage vector of the i-th RC line, respectively,
and the state and the output equations of its reduced order model are in the following form:

Fd{s)xd = bdid (97)

and

Vd = blxd (98)

Let Ad be the node-input branch incidence matrix of the line, then the above equation can be written in the
form of

-^liVn = b'̂ iXd (99)

Let

Xe = [xJi, xfj,..., (100)

= Cf (101)
F^s) = blockMiag(Fci(,i), f.j(«),.... Fc„,{e)) (102)

be = blockjiiag{bci,be2,.. .,bcm) (103)

and

Ac —[^cl» •'4c2» •••1A.cm\ (^9^)

Then, from Eqs(97) and (99), we have
FMXe = bJe (105)

and

A^Vn = b^Xc (106)

Suppose that there are lumped resistors, capacitors and inductors in the network. Let the nodalconductance
and capacitance matrixofsingle resistors and capacitors be G and C, respectively. Let R and L be the branch
resistance and inductance matrix of the serially connected resistor-inductor branches, and II and Al be their
branch current vector II and node- branch incidence matrix, respectively. Let the port voltage and current
vector be V, and 7,, respectively, and their node-branch incidence matrix be A,. Note that the current of
each voltage source flows out of its positive terminal. Then, the unknown vector of the MNA equations of the
network x = [xj, xj", V^, ij, if, iJY•> MNA equations can be written as follows:

H{s)x = bV, (107)

where

H{s)^
A -g

B

13
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with

B =

and

A —blockjiiag{Fa{8)^

Q =
Ca 0 0 0
0 0 C6 0

sC + G Ajj Ac
-Al SL-^R
-4
AT

i = [0 0 0 0 0 /]'

The output equations of the network are
I, —b'̂ x

and the input admittance matrix of the network is

y(s) = b'̂ H{s)-H

(109)

(110)

(111)

(112)

(113)

(114)

Theorem 5

Matrix H{8) in Eq(114) is positive-real.
Proof.
It is easy to check that Conditions 1 and 2 of a positive-real matrix are satisfied by H{8). To checkCondition
3, note that

if(s) +lf(.)'- =[^+̂ ''(''> B+
A+ = bIockjitttg{F,{$) + Fj(s*), F.{s)+ (s'))

When Jte(s) > 0, f.(«) + /?"(s*) > 0 and fe(«) + Ff{e') > 0soyl + ^''(s*) > 0. From Eq(lll), let<t = iJe(s),
then

5 ) = blockjliag{2aC + 2G,2<rl + 2R, 0,0) > 0

when o" > 0. Therefore, Condition 3 is satisfied. •

5.2 Model order reduction

Suppose that (x| = r, and we apply a congruence transform with the transformation matrix V £ R^^^ with
9 < r —|Jc| —|/,| on Eq(107), then we have a q-th order system as follows:

where

and

Hi8)x = Sv;

X = Vx

H{8) = V^H{8)V

b=V^b

The output equations become
I, = Fx

and the input admittance matrix of the reduced order model is

y(fi) = Fh{8)-H

(115)

(116)

(117)

(118)

(119)

(120)

Theorem 6

If the transform matrix V is of full rank, than y(s) is positive- real and the reduced order model is passive.
The proof of Theorem 6 is based on Theorem 5 and can be done by the same arguments as in the proof of
Theorem 1.
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5.3 Moment matching

As in the case of modeling a line, we apply p sets of input voltages such that the j-th input voltage vector is
the unit vector e^*, and let Xj be the solution to Eq(107) in this case. Let

X = (121)

Then, the block form of the MNA equations will be

H{8)X = 6 (122)

and the output equations become
y(s) = b'̂ X (123)

We have the moment matching theorem as follows.
Theorem 7

Let jy(s) = + TV, TV(fio) = sqM + TV, = (-.TV(so)-*Ti/yTV(fio)-^6 and K{n,8o) = {A'(o)(z, «o),
If the congruence transform matrix V is orthonormal and /ir(n,fio) € col8pan{V),

then

y<j)(so) = y^H«o), 0 < i < n (124)
The proof of Theoprem 7 in given in Appendix E.
Based on Theorem 7, given the moment matching set MS, the algorithm for the formation of congruence
transform matrix V is as follows.

MuUipoint Moment Matching Algorithm 2
{ Input: Port number p, matrix J7(s) = sTkT + TV, vector 6 and matching set MS.

Output: Transformation matrix V.
V = ^; n = 0;
for i = 1 to |T1/5| do

{(«»»h) = m,-,
for j = 0 to ki do

{compute [ri,r2,..rp] = A'(')(s,);
for ib = 1 to p do

{if(s,- is real)
n=orthonormall(V,rfc, n);

else

{ra = rca/(rfc); rh = »moff(rfc);
n=orthonormall(V, ra, n);
n=orthonormall(V, r6, n);

)
)

)
)

}

In the above algorithm, the function orthonormall is as follows:

function ort/ionorma/l(V',x,n)
{for t = 1 to n do

z = X—x'̂ ViX
a = Vx'^x;
n = n + 1;
Vn = x/a;
return(n); }
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6 Examples

We have successlully tested a number of examples. We show some of them here.
Example 1.
This is a simple example to show the advantage of our model over the discrete model of a transmission line. The
circuit consists of a single line with parameters R = O.OlQ/cm, L = 2.5nH'/cm, C = IpF/cmy d = 1cm, a load
resistor and a source resistor of 50f2, which match the characteristic impedance of the line at high frequencies.
The voltage source is a pulse. Fig.l shows the output voltage waveform Vi obt^ed by the SPICE simulation
with the segmentation model of the line, where the solid and dashed lines correspond to the number of segments
equal to 50 and 100, respectively. The ripple in the waveform is obvious, which should not exist when exact
model is used, and when the number of segments increases, the magnitude of the ripple does not decrease much.
Fig.2 shows the time dom^ simulation by using a three point moment matching model generated by our al
gorithm, where the ripple is missing, and the waveform is nearly exact. This example shows that discretization
is not ideal in practice as we stated in 'introduction".
Example 2.
This is a clock net consisting of 73 lossy transmission lines, 2895 resbtors and 2777 capacitors driven by a
cascade of two inverters, as shown in Fig.3. The waveforms at PIN117 are shown in Fig.4, where the solid and
dashed lines correspond to the result of SPICE simulation and the time domain simulation with our model,
where for each line moment matching at 0 frequency with order 4 and at a high frequency with order 0 is used.
These two waveforms are close.

Example 3.
The circuit is shown in Fig.5, where 4 coupled lines with neighbor coupling are presented. The waveforms of
V5 are shown in Fig.6, where the solid and dashed lines correspond to the result of SPICE simulation and the
time domain simulation with our model, which b obtained by moment matching at zero frequency with order
4. These two waveforms are close.

Example 4.
This b an example borrowed from [29]. The circuit b shown in Fig.7, where two coupled line systems, each
of which consists of three coupled lines, are presented. The frequency domain and time-domain response of
Voui are shown in Fig.S and 9, respectively. The solid line represents the exact solution where the coupled lines
are modeled by their exact multiport characteristic model. The dashed line corresponds to our model, where
a moment matching set MS = {(0frz,4),(1.5Gh2,0),(3Ghz,0),(4Ghz,0), (5Ghz,0)} for each line system is
used. The solid and dashed lines are indbtinguishable. Compared with the model used in [29], not only that
our model b guaranteed passive and theirs not, but abo that our model order b much lower (a 40-th moment
matchingmodel at zero frequency b used for each coupled line system in [29]). Thb alsoshows the advantage
of a multipoint moment matching model over a single point one.
Example 5.
It is a single RC line in 0.25/im technology with length4cm, which is connected to a capacitor loadand a source
resistor, and driven by a pube signal. The line model is formulated by matching with order 2 at a very small
(near 0) and a large real value ofs. The waveforms at the load are shown in Fig.10, where the solid and dashed
lines correspond to the results from SPICE simulation and from our model, respectively. They match well.
Example 6.
It b a 3 RCcouple linesystem in 0.45/xm technology, loaded in capacitors and connected to voltage sources with
inner resistors, as shown in Fig.ll. The first and third lines are aggressors, where two synchronouspube signab
are added, and the second line in between b a victim with no input signal. The model of the line system b
formulated by using the same matching set as in Example 5. The waveforms of the coupling noise at the victim
load are shown in Fig.l2, where the solid and dashed lines correspond to the results from SPICE simulation
and from our model, respectively. They match well.

7 Conclusions

We have presented a new algorithm for passive model order reduction with multipoint moment matching for
distributed interconnect networks. Given the moment matching requirement, for each distributed lines, mo
ment matrix functions are computed, then the Gram-Schmidt process is implemented to form an orthonormal
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transformation matrix in the Hilbert X^[0,1] space. By using an integrated-congruence transform on the partial
differential equations of the line, a finite order passive system satisfying the moment matching requirement is
obtained. Then, the MNA equations of the whole network are formulated, and an orthonormal matrix based on
the moment matching requirement is formed. By using a congruence transform with such a matrix, a passive
reduced order model of the network with multipoint moment matching is obtained. Based on the theory pre
sented, an exact moment matching model is obtained which eliminates the need of discretization of a distributed
line. Experiments show that the model generated by the algorithm works well. This algorithm can also be useful
to do model order reduction in elecro-mechanical systems.

A Appendix A: Proof of Theorem 1

To prove Theorem 1, we refer to the following definitions and conclusions [32].
Def.A.l.
An n X n matrix F{s) is called positive real, if the following conditions are met:

1. Each element of F(s) is analytic in i2e(s) > 0;

2. /'(s*) = F*(8)^ where stands for complex conjugate;

3. [F*(«)]^ + F(s) is nonnegative-definite for all i2e(s) > 0.

Lemma A.l

An n-port network is passive iff its input immittance matrix is positive-real.
Lemma A.2

If F(s) is positive real, and dc<(F(s)) ^ 0 at one point i2c(s) > 0 , then F~^{s) is positive-real.
Lemma 2.3

If F(fi) is positive-real and h is real, then G(s) = F{8)h is positive-real.
Proof.
It is easy to show that (?(s) meets with Conditions 1 and 2 for a positive-real matrix. For Condition 3, note
that

G(<i) + [G'(»)f = + [f•(«)]'')6

As F(s) is positive-real, F(s) + [F*(s)]^ > 0 when i2c(s) > 0, and G(s) + [<?*(«)]'' > 0 when Fc(fi) > 0. •
Proof of Theorem 1.
From Lemma A.l, it is known that the reduced order model is passive iff y(s) is positive-real.
Let H{8) = 8M + TV, we first show that H{s) is positive-real. From the condition that each element of the
transformation matrix u is in when z € [0,1], is well defined. It is obvious that conditions 1 and 2
are satisfied. To check condition 3, from the fact that matrices M and N are nonnegative definite, it b easy to
show that matrices M and Ni are nonnegative definite. Let s = + ju).

H{8) + H*{8f = 2<tM

FromEq(24), N-¥J^ = 2TVi, so that H{8)+H*{8)'̂ = 2{<tM-\-Ni) isnonnegative definite when itc(s) = <r > 0.
For a practical RLGC line, matrix L and C are positive definite, so matrix M is positive definite. As u is of full
rank, M is positive definite, and there exists a point s with Fe(s) > 0 such that det(J7(s)) ^ 0. From Lenuna
A.2, it is known that B{8)~^ is positive-real, and from Lenuna A.3, it is clear that y(s) is positive-real.•

B Appendix B: Proof of Theorem 2

To prove Theorem 2, we first prove several lemmas.
Lemma B.l

If u(2r) is orthonormal and w{z) € co/span(u(z)), then

u(z) f u^{x)tv{x)dx =w{z) (125)
Jo
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Proof.
When w{z) € c<A8pan{u{z))^ then there exists a matrix c such that «?(«) = u{z)c. As u{z) isorthonormal, so
/p u'̂ (z)u{z)dz = / where 7 is an identity matrix. So

u{z) f u''{x)w{x)dx =u(z) f ii^(x)«(x)cda: =«(z)c =w{z) O
Jo Jo

Lemma B.2

If € co/span(«(z)) for 0 < j < ib. Then there exists with

W^\z, So) = u(z)W('>(fio) 0 < i < )b (126)

such that
iV(so)W<o)(so) = 6 (127)

and for 0 < j < ib,
MWO-i)(so) + N(so)W(j)iso) = 0 (128)

Proof.
Since Wj(z,so) Ecolspan{u{z)) for 0 < j < ib, there exists WO')(so) such that

WO)(z, so) = «(^)W^J)(so) (129)

Substitute Eq(129) to Eq(46) for j = 0 and Eq(50) for j > 0, premultiply vT{z) on both side ofthe equation,
integrate them from 0 to 1 w.r.t. variable z, and apply the same mathematical process as done in Sec.2.2, we
obtain Eqs(127) and (128). •
Lemma B.S

Under the conditions of Theorem 2,

{-N(so)-^MyN{so)~^b = / u^{z)W^\z, so)dz, 0<j <A:
Jo

Proof.
We prove it by induction.
For j = 0, from Elq(126) in Lemma B.2,

/' «^(2) So)dz = u^(z)u(z)rf2)H'(°)(«o) =W'<®>(so)

and from Eq(127), we have
lV(0)(so) = N{so)-H

So Lemma B.S is true for j = 0.
Now suppose that Lemma B.S is true for 0 < j < ib, we prove it is true for j + 1.
From the induction hypothesis,

Jo

From Lenuna B.l and B.2,

Mf u'̂ {z)W '̂\z,so)dz = f «''(ti;)M[«(ti;) f u^{z)W^\z,8o)dz]d
Jo Jo Jo

=J u'̂ (w)MW^^\w^so)dw ={J u'̂ {w)Mu{w)dw)W^\8o)
= MW(j\so) = -N{8o)W^^+^Hso)
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So,

=—JV(«o) f u'''{z)W '̂*'̂ \z^8o)dz
Jo

{—N{8o)~^M) f u'̂ {z)W^\Zf8o)dz = f u''{z)W '̂*'̂ \z^8o)dz •
Jo Jo

Proof of Theorem 2.
From Eq(56) and Lemma B.3,

Now,

from Lemma B.l,

^^\8o) =h'̂ {—N{8Q)''̂ M)fN{8o)'̂ h =P' f u''{z)W^\z^8o)dz
Jo

IT _ r «.(o) 1 _ [ [/ o]ti(o) ]
^ - I -[/ 0]u(l) J

u{z) f U^{z)W^^{Zy8Q)dz =W^\z^8q)
Jo

so ^

[I 0]ti(z) f u'''{z)W^\z^8o)dz =J^\zt8o)
Jo

and from Ek)(55)

C Appendix C: Computation of moment matrices of RLGC lines

C.l Moment matrices of uniform lines

In the case of a uniform line system consisting of m lines, for the two excitations V, = ej^j < m, and Vg = ej+m,
wehave V^-(z, s) = s) and Ij{z, s) = —— <2:, 5). In order to save computation, in this case, we
redefine

U{z,s) = [Vi(z, s), V2{z, s),..., Vm{z, s)] (131)

J{z,s) = [/i(z,s),/2(z,s),...,/m(2,«)] (132)

i.e., we reduce the number of vectors in U{z,8) and J(2, s) from 2m to m. W{z^8) is still defined as EJq(37)
which satisfies £q(38), but now the boundary conditions become

m») 1_ f M
U(\,s) J - I 0 . (133)

C.1.1 RLC lines with sq = 0

In the case of RLC lines with the matching point sq = Oi the moment matrices meet with the followingequations.
For the 0-th order moment matrices,

(...)

~ 0) (135)
with the boundary conditions 17^°)(0,0) = I and l!7^°)(l,0) = 0.
It is easy to find that

j(o)(^^0) = R-i (136)

and

t^(o)(z,0)= J(l-z) (137)
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where / is an m x m identity matrix.
For j > 0, we have

= -cvo-i\z, 0) (138)

and dU0^2,0) _ 0)- 0) (139)

with the boundary conditions i7t')(0,0) = £/^^)(l,0) = 0.
The general solution to Eq(138) is

J^\z, 0) = 0)-C f 0)dx (140)
Jo

and the solution to Eq(139) is

U^\z,0) =-RJ^\(i,0)z'̂ RC f r U^-^\x,Q)dxdy-L f J^-^^(x,0)dx (141)
Jo Jo Jo

From 17^^1(1,0) = 0, we have

J(J)(0,0) =Cr r 0)dxdy - R-^L CJ^-'̂ \x, 0)dx (142)
Jo Jo Jo

The above three equations are the recursive formulas for the computation of J^^)(z,0) and 0).
From the fact that 0) and U^^\z^ 0) are polynomials of z with order 0 and 1, it can be deduced that

0) and U^\zy 0) are polynomials of z withorder2j and 2j +1, respectively; and the computation of the
integrals in the expressions can be done exactly.

C.1.2 RLGC line with matching point s = sq

In the general case of an RLGC line with matching point s = sqi ibr the 0-th order moment, we have the
following equations:

dWm{2,so) ^ So) =0 (143)
dz

where
G + 8qC

R SqL
A =

The general solution to Eq(143) b

W^^\z, so) = exp(-442)W^(o)(0, so) (145)

Note that A and exj^—Az) are 2m x 2m matrices. Let

e«p(-X)=[^^; ("«)
and

W^(o)(0,so) =[ j (147)
From the boundary condition 17^®)(l,so) = 0, we have

J<°Ho,fio) = -iir2YA:22 (148)

Eqs(145), (147) and (148) give the solution Wt°l(0,so).
For the j-th order moment with j > 0, we have

dW(3){z,So) ^ ^ (149^
dz
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where _

f«'(«,«o) =-[ £ ]wO-')(z,»o) (150)
The general solution to Eq(149) can be written as follows:

So) =^^p{—Az)[ f exp{Ax)F^\xj 8o)dx + sq)] (151)
Jo

expi—A)J exp{Ax)F^\xi 8o)dx =Jpj J (152)
m. Then, from the boundary conditions, we have

P2 + K2iJ^\0,8o) = 0 (153)

Let

expi-A)
^0

where each submatrix is of dimension m x m. Then, from the boundary conditions, we have

and

J^H0,8o) = -K^i^P2 (154)

From Eqs(151), (152) and , (154) so) can be computed.
It can be seen from the aboveequations that l(z, so) is in the form ofa sum of products of exponential and
polynomial functions. There are several ways to compute the moment matrices.
1. Exact solutions.

In this case, we compute the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of matrix A, and functions exp{Az) and exp(—Az)
can be expressed as a sum of exponential functions with matrix coefficients. Using such expressions and the
formulas given before, we can compute the moment matrices exactly. When the matching order goes high, the
expressions become more complicated, so does the data structure.
2. Polynomial approximations.
The second way is to use polynomials to approximate matrix exponentials. The data structure is simple in this
case, and the orderof polynomial is low when the magnitudes of the eigenvalues of matrix A are much less than
1, e.g., when sq = 0 for most practical lines. In the general case, the order of the polynomial depends on both
the largest magnitude of the eigenvalues of the matrix and the maximum moment matching order. When |so|
is very large, we usually need high order polynomialto do approximation.
3. Numerical solution.

For a pair of polynomials with orders m and n, to compute their inner product, we need (m + 1) x (n +
1) multiplications. When m and n are large, the computation cost will be high. A fast approximation is
to use numerical methods to solve the differential equations of moment matrices. In this case, the moment
matrix functions are expressed by the data at sampling points. The difference between thb method and
the segmentation model is that in this case we can use high order numerical integration methods, but the
segmentation model is a first order approximation.
The numerical solution can be obtained as follows. For solving W^®l(z,so), we first solve Eq(143) with the
initial condition

H'«»(0,«o)= [5] (155)
and get a function

/.(z,^)=[;b;:;S]
and second we solve Eq(143) with another initial condition

W<®'(0,«o)=[j] (157)
and get a function
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Then,
WO^z.so) = /i(».«o) + /j(2,«o)J<®>(0,«o) (159)

By using the boundary condition

= ^(l,i'o) + /2''(l,»o)J<®'(0.»o) = 0

J«»(0,»o) = -^(1, «o)-'^(I, »o) (1«0)

is obtained, and the solution so) is known.
For the case j > 0, we use similar method to solve £q(149) with different initial conditions twice, where the
initial condition for the first case is a null matrix.

C.2 Nonuniform line

In the case of a nonuniform line system, we have to use numerical solution to represent the moment matrix
function by its data at sampling points. In that case, we divide the source voltage matrix into two parts:
V,i = diag{IyO) and V,2 = diag{0jl), where V,i and V,2 correspond to the excitations at the near end and far
end, respectively. Then we solve the differential equations Eq(143) and Eq(149) corresponding to and V,2^
and obtain the hrst m and the next m columns of the moment matrbc, respectively.

D Appendix D: Proof of Theorem 4

To prove Theorem 4, other than Lemma B.l to B.3, which still exit in this case, we give two more lemmas.
Lemma D.l

- 8ofMU^\z, 8o)dz = ZtJ+^)(so) i > 0
Jo

(161)

Proof.
From Eqs(83) and (84), we have

dtl0)(2, <io) __(162)
dz

djW(r,so) ^ ^soMU^^\z, So) (163)
dz

and

_ .^MU^\z, so) - soMU^j+^^z, So) i > 0 (164)
dz

From £q(164), we have

- / i;«>)(2, $o) =Ii +h
Jo

where

Jo

and ^
l2= f l7^°^(z,so)^soM17^+^)(z,so)dz

Jo

By using integral by parts,

/, = .„)'•J0+')(Z, «o) IJ -j[' ,^)dz
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From the boundary conditions = 0 at 2 = 0 and z = 1 when j > 0, the first term in the r.h^. of
the above expression is zero. From Eq(162),

Ii =—J ^^0) so)dz =J J^^\zy8o)^J^ '̂̂ ^\z^8o)dz

From Eq(163) and the symmetry of matrix M, the second term of the above expression is equal to

- r U^^\z,8of8oMU^+^\z,8o)dz =-/2
Jo

and ^
- / 80)'̂ MU^^Zj 8o)dz =-J<°)(z, so)^tf '̂'*'̂ )(z, So) |o

Jo

As

J(»)(0,«o) = [/ 0]
and

J«')(l,«o) = -[0 /)

So, r rrr,a.iw« ' _z(i+i)(so)

Lemma D.S

- f^U '̂'\z,8ofMU<^\z,8o)dz =- f\i''-^\z,8ofMU^+^\z,8o)dz k>0J>0 (165)
Jo Jo

Proof.
From Eq(164),

- U^^\z, 8QfMU^\z, 8o)dz = /i + /2
Jo

/.= f'
Jo

where

and

I2 = r C^(*)(z, 8of8oMU^-*-^\z, 8o)dz
Jo

By using integral by parts and J''+^(2, so) = 0 at 2 = 0 and 2 = 1 when j > 0,

Jo

From Eq(162),

/i =y J '̂'\z,8o)'̂ J '̂*'̂ \z^8o)dz =-J J<*^(2, so)^ dz

When ib > 0, the first term in the above expression is zero. From Eq(164), the second term can be expressed as

/' U^*»(z, so)dz =- /' (7<'->'(z,«o)'"Wf"+"(». «o)<'» - h
Jo Jo
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and Lemma 4.2 is true. •

Proof of Theorem 4-
Let N{8o) = soM + Ni then

ZCj)(«o) = (166)

We first prove that Theorem 4 is true when j = 0. In this case, from Lemma B.2and Lemma B.l,

=h'̂ N{so)~^b =b'̂ f 8o)dz
Jo

=[ j u'̂ iz)U^^\z,8o)dz

For 1 < i < 2ib + 1, let j = ji + j2 with l<ji<k-\-l and 0 < j2 < k. Then,

p =F(-JV(so)"^M) '̂7V(so)-^6 =-AlifB =- f Au^{z)Mu{z)Bdz
Jo

where

A = Fi-Niso)-'^My'-'^N{8o)-^

and

B = {-N{so)-^My^N{8o)b

From Lemma B.3 and B.l,

«(z)B =u(2) f u''(2)I/«»>(2, eo)d2 = «o)
Jo

As My N and N{so) are symmetric, so

= i-N{so)-^My'-^N(8o)-^b

and

Au^{z) = [u(r)yl^]^ = sq)'̂

So,

Z(i)(fio) =- / U '̂-^\zy8ofMU '̂\z,So)dz
Jo

If ji = 1, then j = i2 + 1 and from Lemma D.l,

ZO) = ^O'a+i) = 7O')

Otherwise, by repeatedly using Lemma D.2, we have

Z(^) =- /^ U^^\zy so)dz =zfr»+-'») =Z(J) •
Jo

E Appendix E: Proof of Theorem 7

Let iV(fio) = sqM + N and iV(so) = sqM + Ny where M = V^MV and N = V'̂ NVy then

yO)(so) = b'̂ X^\8o) (167)

and

yO)(so) = V:^^\so) (168)
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We first give two lemmas.
Lemma E.J

If A'̂ ^(so) € col8pan(y) and V is orthonormal, then

VV^X^^so) = X^\8o) (169)

Proof.
Let u = aod u can be expressed as « = Va. Then

VV'̂ u = V{V^V)a =Va = u •

Lemma E.2

Under the conditions of Theorem 7, for each X '̂)(so) with 0 < j < fc, there exists with A'(')(so) =
VXO){8o) and

:yU)(fio) = {-N{8o)-^MyN{8oyH (170)
Proof.
As iif(n,«o) € col8pan{V)^ so for each X '̂\8o) with 0< j < 1:, there exists X '̂̂ (so) with X^\8o) = VjfU)(sQ).
Now we prove that Eq(170) exists.
From

N{8o)X^°\so) = b

V'̂ Ni8o)VX^^){8o) = V^b=b

N{8o)X '̂̂ \8o) = 6

So Eq(170) exists for j = 0.
Now suppose that Eq(170) exists for 0 < j < ib, we prove it exists for j + 1. From the fact

M^(^(so) + iV(so)A'<^+^)(so) = 0

we have

VMVX^\8o) + VW(so)VX<J+i)(so) = 0
so

;eo+»)(«o) = -JV(so)-'Jfir;?"'(«o) = (-i»(«o)-'Jfiry+'jv(«o)-'i n
Remark. When X^\sa) = V:fO)(so), V^jr<»)(so) = V^ViO)(«o) = xO)(«o).
Proof of Theorem 7.
Note that y^^(so) = 6^A^t^)(so). from Lemma E.2 and E.l,

Y^\8o) = 6''A(^>(so) = b'̂ VX^\8o) = y^W^X^^oo)

= b'̂ X^>{8o) = y^'^so), 0 < ; < n •
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